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Using an n-species system of difference equations with very general density 
dependent growth functions, we prove that weak dominance and invariance gives 
the exclusion of all the (n- I)-dominated species in the system. This result is 
applied to very specific competition models. An example of coexistence in a com- 
petition model with no invariance is studied. A notion of strong dominance is 
developed in a general setting and shown to imply exclusion of the (n - l)- 
dominated species. An example of a competition model illustrating that weak 
dominance plus invariance does not imply strong dominance is given. 0 1992 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If each density dependent growth function, iii: R, + R + is decreasing 
and each competition coefficient, a,,, is positive, the system of difference 
equations 
x:=x,2; jJ a,x, 
( > 
(i = 1, 2, . . . . n) 
j= 1 
(1) 
on the non-negative cone, OX:, is an n-species competition model with 
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non-overlapping generations [S]. The vector of populations at one genera- 
tion is 
X= 
Xl 
x2 II X?l 
and x’ is the corresponding vector of populations at the next generation. 
We assume throughout that 1;: (w + -+ R + is continuous. 
We model the density effects in system (1) by assuming that the arguments 
of the growth functions are linear combinations of the densities of the 
individual species. A similar approach has been analyzed by Hassell and 
Comins [Z], Hofbauer et al. [7], and Selgrade and Namkoong [lo]. The 
growth function, l;, is not assumed to be decreasing for the general class 
of models discussed in this paper. Also, all the species under consideration 
are assumed to be “pioneer.” However, our definition of “pioneer” includes 
non-decreasing rowth functions [lo]. Furthermore, each ag is assumed to 
be positive making any pair of two species interact directly. 
By taking 1, (Cy= i aUxi) E exp { ri - Cy=, agxJ} in (l), and denoting 
N(li) by {X” (XI, ~2, ...T xn)Ii, (IZj’= 1 a,xj) 2 11, Franke and Yakubu [S] 
showed that if there exists a k such that N(L,) is a proper subset of N(&), 
then the species k ultimately excludes the species n. Here, we introduce a 
concept of “weak dominance” which generalizes this exclusion criterion for 
the exponential growth function. J. Hofbauer, V. Hutson, and W. Jansen 
[7] as well as Comins and Hassell [2,6] have studied coexistence using 
(1) with exponential growth functions. The question of coexistence treated 
in [6,9] uses ( 1) with 2; (Cj!=, a+,)- {ri+F;=, a,,~,}-“’ and n=2. 
The “weak dominance” concept together with invariance when applied 
to model (1 ), is shown to guarantee the exclusion of all the dominated 
species irrespective of initial population sizes (Theorem 3.2). In a 2-species 
discrete competion model where the growth functions are exponential and 
rational, Franke and Yakubu [S] established that if the species with the 
rational growth function “weakly dominates” the species with the exponen- 
tial growth function, then the latter goes extinct. It is also shown in [S], 
that coexistence is possible if the species with the exponential growth func- 
tion “weakly dominates” the species with rational growth function. In this 
paper, we illustrate that for some choice of parameters, “weak dominance” 
by the species with exponential growth function implies the exclusion of the 
species with rational growth function. 
We also introduce a notion of “strong dominance” which is used in 
establishing an exclusion principle (Theorem 6.6). This “strong dominance” 
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implies “weak dominance.” In particular, if the density dependent growth 
function, &, is exponential or rational then “weak dominance” plus 
invariance imply “strong dominance.” An example depicting a situation 
where “weak dominance” plus invariance does not imply “strong 
dominance” is given. 
2. BACKGROUND 
Here, we introduce some notations, definitions, and results which are 
fundamental to this work. 
The ultimate behavior of the population as modeled by (1) with each li 
continuous, is intimately related to the asymptotic behavior of the iteration 
of the map G: lR; -+ RI 
we define G: UP+ + lR: 
defined by Gi(x) = x,n,(~~, , agxj). Furthermore, 
by ei(x) = x,A,(~J= I (au/b,) Xj) where a,, b,]> 0. 
Let 
H= 
Then, G = HGH-‘. Thus, H is a topological conjugacy (scaling matrix) 
between G and 6. By setting ba = ujj we assume throughout that uii = 1 for 
all j. Also, define gi: R + + R + by g,(x,) = Xili(Xi). Note that G restricted 
to each i-axis is gi and each i- axis is G invariant. 
For the following definitions we assume that f: 53 + + [w + is continuous. 
A compact invariant set A, (S(A) =A), is said to be an attractor if there 
exists a neighborhood U of A such that the w-limit set of U, 
w(U) = nF=, (Ukm,, f”(U)) is A. Thus, U is an attractor neighborhood of 
A. A compact invariant set R is said to be a repellor if there exists a 
neighborhood U of R such that for all p$ R, there exists n, = q,(p) >O 
satisfying f”(p) $ U for all n > no. The set U is the repellor neighborhood 
of R. For the definition of the dual attractor to a repellor R in a compact 
invariant set Z, let U be a closed repellor neighborhood of R. The set 
T- (1,“=, (lJFCn fk(r\ U)) is the dual attractor to the repeller, R. By com- 
pactness, T is independent of U. For any terminology concerning attractors 
and repellors not explained here, we refer the reader to [4, 1 I]. 
Due to overcrowding and ecosystem constraints, we assume throughout 
that infinity is a repellor for each g,. That is, there exists K> 0 such that 
foreachpER+, there is an integer no = no(p) > 0 with g;(p) < K whenever 
n 3 no. Let U be a neighborhood of [0, K] in R, . Thus, for each gi, the 
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set Ii = fizz, (Up= n gf( U)) is invariant with every point bigger than max 
I, decreasing under g,-iteration (Lemma 2.2). Thus, Ii is the dual attractor 
to infinity. 
An i-species is pioneer if zero and infinity are repellors for gi [4]. In 
particular, if the growth function A,: R + + [w + is a strictly decreasing 
continuous function which takes on values bigger than one and less than 
one, the i-species is pioneer. The following lemma is proved in [4]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose f: R + -+ IR + is continuous. Zf zero and infinity are 
repellors for f, then the dual attractor to the pair of repellers zero and infinity 
is a closed interval in (0, CC ). 
We assume permanently that each i-species is pioneer. By Lemma 2.1, 
our assumptions imply the existence of a dual attractor, Tj c (0, co), for 
each g;. Let Xi and Xi denote the minimum and maximum values of the 
fixed points of each g, in li%! + = (0, co ), respectively. Note that Xi and X’ 
exist and are elements of r,. 
For any given point p = ( pl, p2, . . . . p, ) E lP+ and y E R + , let my = CJ= , 
a,p, and Si( y) = {x = ( x1,x2,...,x,)~[W:IC~=,aiixj~y}. The boundary 
of S,(y) in UP!+, as,(Y), is defined by {x= (xi, x2, . . . . X,)E 
rW: ) c,“= i aVxj = y >. Thus, Q(@) denotes the hyperplane (isocline) 
through the point p but parallel to aSi( Since aii= 1, my is the point 
where aSi intersects the i-axis. Note that, aSi and aSi are 
parallel hyperplanes of the fixed points Xi and Xi, respectively. 
The map G: rW> +K+ is said to be k-weakly dominant if there exists a 
k such that for each i # k, S,(X) is interior to S,(X,) in RI. (See Fig. 1.) 
This k-weak dominance definition is a natural generalization of the 
exclusion criterion in [S]. 
G:W++R”, is said to be k-strongly dominant if there exists a k such 
that for each i # k, Si(max Zj) is interior to S,(min Tk). 
Note that k-strongly dominant implies k-weakly dominant. Also, if 
G:R:+R; is k-weakly dominant or k-strongly dominant, then G has no 
interior fixed points, since 1, and ;li are never equal to one at the same 
point. 
We next establish an auxiliary lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. If y E k + , then 
0) &(Y)>O 
(ii) n,(y)> 1 ify<Xi 
(iii) J,(y)< 1 ify>X’ 
for i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
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FIG. 1. A 2-weakly dominant map with two species. 
ProoJ: Let yEd8,. 
(i) Zero is a repellor for gi and R, is g,-invarjant, thus gi( y) > 0. 
Hence, Ii( I’) > 0. 
(ii) Since g,(Xi)=Xi, &(X,)= 1. By definition of Xi, we know that 
,I,(y) # 1 for all y <X,. Since zero is a repellor, there exists y <X, with 
g,(y) >y. Thus, n,(y) > 1. The continuity of Ai implies that for all y < Xi, 
l,(y) > 1. Hence, &(y) > 1. 
For the proof of (iii), proceed as in (ii) noting that infinity is a repellor. 
As an immediate corollary we have: 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let p = (pl,p2, . . . . p,,)~ W+. 
(i) IfpE Si(Xi), then Gi(p) >p,. 
(ii) Ifp E R: \S,(X’), then Gi(p) <p,. 
Consequently, population of species i is increasing on Si(Xi) and 
decreasing on &“,\S,(Y). Also, the population of species i remains 
constant on aSi and dS,(X’) after one generation. 
LEMMA 2.4, For each g,, the dual attractor to infinity, Ii, is gi( [O, Xi]). 
409/168/2-S 
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ProojI By Lemma 2.2, if y > X’, then g,(y) < y. Hence, using the 
Intermediate Value Theorem gi( [0, X’]) is g,-invariant. Therefore, 
gi( [0, Xi]) c I,. Suppose max { gi( [0, X’])} # max Ii. The invariance of 
g,[O, Xi] and Zi together with the fact that if y > Xi, then g,(y) < y imply 
that no point in Ii gets mapped to max Ii, a contradiction. 
3. INVARIANCE IMPLIES EXCLUSION 
By k-weakly dominance and the invariance of S,(X,) we obtain an 
exclusion criteria which is irrespective of initial population sizes. 
The following lemma will be used in developing Theorem 3.2. Let G;(p) 
denote the kth component of the mth iterate G” evaluated at the point p. 
Recall that T, is the dual attractor to the pair of repellors zero and infinity 
under g,-iteration. Thus, Ti is on the i-axis. 
LEMMA 3.1. If G: RI + lQ: is k-weakly dominant, G”(p) E k: \S,(X,) 
for all m 2 0, and q = (ql, q2, . . . . q,,)Eco(p), then qi=O for each i# k and 
qE Tk- 
Proof By Proposition 2.2, the continuity of &, and the boundedness of 
the orbit of the point p, we have that for each i # k there exists IX = a(p) > 0 
satisfying li (c;= t atiC,?( 6 IX < 1. Hence, the sequence {G;(p)} 
decreases to zero. Tk is the dual attractor on the k-axis. Therefore, q E Tk. 
THEOREM 3.2. Zf G:R”,+W+ is k-weakly dominant and S,( A’,) is 
invariant, then the o-limit set of every interior point of IRT is a subset of Tk. 
Hence, all species different from species k go extinct. 
Proof. Let p E k: n S,(X,). Since S,(X,) is invariant, p has a bounded 
orbit. Thus, o(p) # /zI. Let q = (q,, q2, . . . . q,J E w(p). Then Cm(p) E S,(X,) 
Vm>O. Therefore {GF(p)jmso is an increasing sequence bounded above 
by Corollary 2.3 and the boundedness of S,(X,). Hence, (Gr (p) jm 3 0 
is convergent. Moreover, G:(p) = G:-‘(p) I, (cjnCl akjGy-‘(p)). 
Therefore, for E > 0 there exists a non-negative integer N such that 
if m2N, then In,(C,“,,a,Gjm(p))-lI<&. Sk(Xk)n{(x,,x,,...,x,)~ 
Iw: I& (cjn= i a,,-~~) = l} = S,(X,). By k-weak dominance, %S,(X,) is 
disjoint from a,S,(J?) for each i# k. Thus, we may choose an open 
neighborhood U of the hyperplane, &S,(X,), satisfying Un Si(Xi) = 0. 
S,(X,)\U is a compact set on which & is strictly bigger than one. 
Pick E > 0 satisfying E < min,, Sk,XkJ,U A, (CT=, a,~~) - 1. Then, there 
exists a positive integer N satisfying I &(cy=, a,GJ” (p)) - 1 I < E for 
all m > N. Therefore, Cm(p) E W for all m 2 N. By Corollary 2.3, 
li (CT-1 a,GT(p))< 1 for each i#k. As a result, the sequence {Gm(p)}mso 
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is convergent. Let lim, -t o. G”(p) = q. Then, G(q) = q. However, 
qc iX,(X,). Moreover, there is only a unique fixed point on the hyper- 
plane, &S,(X,). Thus, qk = X,. Therefore, for G”(p) E k: n S,(X,) Vm 2 0 
and qEu(p), qi= 0. If G”(p) E @+\S,(X,) Vm 20, we are done by 
Lemma 3.1. Finally, if p E k”, \S,(X,) but G”(p) E l@+ n S,(X,) for some 
s > 0, then G”(p) E dB: n S,(X,) for all m > s. 
Theorem 3.2 asserts that if the k-species is increasing whenever any of 
the i-species is increasing and the set of population densities on which 
species k is increasing is invariant, then species k excludes all the other 
species. 
We next establish a technical lemma which we use to obtain sufficient 
conditions for the invariance of S,(X,). 
LEMMA 3.3. Zfp = (pl, p2, . . . . pn) E R:, then 
for i= 1,2, . . . . n. 
Proof 
The importance of the following result, Lemma 3.4, is that it reduces a 
question about n-dimensional invariance to a question about l-dimensional 
systems. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let G: rW; + II%; be k-weakly dominant. If.for each i # k, 
[0, xi] is grinvariant and [0, X,] is g,-invariant, then S,(X,) is 
G-invariant. 
Proof: Let PE S,(X,) and 1,(x;= , U,jPj) Z max, A, (CY, U,jpj), Con- 
sider, 8Si(mp). Recall that my is the point where dS,(m/)-intersects the 
i-axis. We know by Lemma 3.3 that 
f, a&j(P) i 4 ( i atrp,) i a,jpj=myA,(mp). 
j=l r=l j=l 
(2) 
However, my < A” since my > X’ implies that A,(~~=, aVpj) -c 1 for each i, 
which is impossible with p E S,(X,). If t = k, then rn: < A’, since p E S,(X,). 
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Moreover, [0, X,] is g,-invariant, thus Eq. (2) implies that G(p) E S,(X,) 
and we are done. If t #k, [0, Xl] is g,-invariant. Therefore, G(p) E S,(Y) 
by Eq. (2) and the fact that my < X’. Hence G(p) E S,(X,) since G is 
k-weakly dominant. 
As an immediate corollary we have the following: 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let G: !A!: -+ Iw: he k-weakly dominant. Zf for each 
i # k, gi is a homeomorphism on [0, X!‘] and g, is a homeomorphism on 
[0, X,], then S,(X,) is G invariant. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let G: KY+ + W+ be k-weakly dominant. Zf for each 
i # k, [0, Xi] is g,-invariant and [0, X,] is g,-invariant with A’, = Xk, then 
G is k-strongly dominant. 
Proof. For each i # k, [0, Xi] is g,-invariant. By Lemma 2.2, if y > X’, 
lzi( y) < 1. Therefore, max Ii= Xi. Since the fixed point zero is a repellor 
and [0, X,] is g,-invariant with X, = Xk, one obtains that the fixed point 
X, is a global attractor in (0, 00). Thus, Tk = xk. 
4. WEAK DOMINANCE + INVARIANCE ~4 STRONG DOMINANCE 
We now illustrate with a concrete example that, despite the conditions 
[0, Xi] is g,-invariant, [IO, X,] is g,-invariant, and the k-weakly 
dominance, Si(max Zi) is not interior to Sk(min Tk), Thus, k-weakly 
dominance + invariance of Sk (X,) 6 k-strongly dominance. 
Consider the two species model 
x;= xlg 
x,+ctx,+a 
x;=x,{A-B(px, +x,)+C(/?x, +x,)~} eCDcBxl+-‘*‘, 
(3) 
where c(, /I, a, g, A, B, C, and D are positive constants chosen so that 
x’,, xi>0 when xi, x,>O. 
In model (3), the density dependent growth function of the l-species is 
the strictly decreasing rational function of Hassell and Comins [2, 63 
which takes on values bigger than one and less than one. However, the 
density dependent growth function of the 2-species, a product of the 
quadratic [3] and exponential [2,6,7] maps, has much more complicated 
dynamics. For some choice of the constants, this growth function takes on 
the value one at three different densities. 
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Define the map G: rW: --f IR: by 
Gb,, ~2) = 
Xl g 
x, + ax2 + a’ 
x2 {A - B(BXl +x2) 
+ C(/lx, +x2)2} e-D(flxl+.v2) 
Iterates of G describe the dynamics.of (3). Thus, g,(xi) = x1 g/(x, + a) and 
g2(x,)=X2{A-BX2+CX;} cDx2. We assume that g;(O) =g/a > 1 and 
g;(O) = A > 1, making each of the two species under consideration pioneer. 
The set of fixed points of g, is (0, g-a}. It is easy to see that g, is a 
homeomorphism on R + and lim, _ cc g;(x,) = g - a for each x1 E (0, co). 
Let ct = B= 1, a = 0.01, g= 0.08, A = 1.5, B= 10, C= 50, and D = 0.4. 
With these choices of constants, X, = X1 = (0.07). In particular, g, is a 
homeomorphism on [0,X’] and I, = [0,0.07]. The set of fixed points 
of g, is approximately (0, 0.0752744, 0.133066, 26.0636). Hence, 
X2 x 0.0752744 and X2 x 26.0636. It is easy to see that g, has a maximum 
value of approximately 1022.8673 at approximately 7.56516. In addition, 
zero is a repellor thus g, is a homeomorphism on [O, A’,]. In this situation, 
G is 2-weakly dominant. Thus, S,(X,) is G-invariant by Corollary 3.5. 
Hence, Theorem 3.2 applies. However, in this example, g2( 1022.8673) =
1.09 x 10Pi6’. Therefore, min T2 z 1.09 x 10-‘67. Consequently, min T2 < 
max Ii. That is, S,(max Zi) is not interior to S,(min T2) since isoclines for 
both variables have slopes equal to negative one. Therefore, G is not 
strongly dominant. 
5. APPLICATION IN BIOLOGY 
Franke and Yakubu [S], in their study of coexistence and exclusion of 
two species in competion used the model 
XI g 
xi = (x, + ax2 + a)b 
(4) 
where ~1, p, a, 6, g, p, and q are positive constants. 
To study the dynamics of (4), define G: l$. + OX: by G(x,, x2) = 
((xi g/(x1 + clx2 + u)~), x2 exp(p - q(/?x, +x2)>). Note that, X1 =X, = 
g ‘lb-a and X2 =X2 =plq. Thus, we assume that glib-a > 0. 
Using (4), Franke and Yakubu [S] show that if G is l-weakly dominant, 
then the 2-species go extinct. It is also indicated in [S], that coexistence is 
possible if G is 2-weakly dominant. Using Theorem 3.2 (or Theorem 6.6), 
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we illustrate that 2-weakly dominance in system (4) implies global 
convergence to the boundary for some choice of the constants h and p. 
For the following results, the external eigenvalue at a boundary fixed 
point is the eigenvalue in the direction of the missing species. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let G : Iw: -+ rW: be defined by 
G(xl~xJ= ( Xl g (x,+arx2+a)b~x2exPjp-4(Bxi+~2)} , ) 
where c(, 8, a, b, g, p, and q are positive constants. If the external eigenvalue 
of the fixed point ( g’lb -a, 0) is unstable but that of the fixed point (0, p/q) 
is saturated, then G is 2-weakly dominant. 
Proof By computing DG(x,, x2), it is easy to see that the external 
eigenvalues of the fixed point ( gllb - a, 0) and (0, p/q) are ep-yp(g”b--u) and 
g/(Ep/q + a)b, respectively. The stability conditions on the fixed points give 
eP-9p(g”bpo) > 1 and g/(crp/q + a)b < 1 which reduces to p/flq > gllb -a and 
(l/cl)(g”” - a) <p/q. Note that we continue to assume that g’lb - a > 0. 
Therefore, Sr ( gljb -a) is interior to S,(p/q) in IR: . This establishes the 
lemma. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let G: rW: + iw: be defined by 
where a, p, a, 6, g, p, and q are positive constants with b and p not bigger 
than one. Zf the external eigenvalue of the fixed point ( g’lb - a, 0) is unstable 
but that of the fixed point (0, p/q) is saturated, then the w-limit set of every 
interior point of Iw: is in (0) x IF!, . Thus, the species with the rational 
growth function goes extinct. 
Proof Let g,(x,) = x,g/(x, +a)b and g,(x,) = xZePpYX2. Thus, 
x, =Xl=gllb- a and X,=X2 =pfq. Since b,pE (0, 11, g, and g, are 
homeomorphisms on [0, X’] and [0, X2], respectively. By Lemma 5.1, G 
is 2-weakly dominant. A combination of Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.5 (or 
Proposition 3.6 and Theorem 6.6) completes the proof. 
6. MUTUAL EXCLUSION WITHOUT INVARIANCE 
We continue to assume that G: rWz + W; is defined by Gi(x) = 
x,A,(~~=, a,xj) for each i= 1, 2, . . . . n and that zero and infinity are 
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repellors for each g,(x,) = x,li(xi). Thus, there is an attractor, Tic (0, co), 
on each i-axis. 
In this section we establish a criterion for exclusion without assuming the 
invariance of S,(min Tk). A point p in ik: n S,(min T,) may leave 
S,(min Tk) and return after a finite number of iterations since S,(min Tk) 
is not invariant. To study the itinerary of such a point p, we establish 
conditions leading to the increasing nature of one of the components of 
F’(p) each time p returns to S,(min Tk). 
We will use the following lemma from [4]. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let y, z E (0, 00). 
(1) Ify&(y)<zzmin T,dmax T,<y, then z&(z)<y. 
(2) Ify<min T,$max Ti<z<yli(y), then zA,(z)>y. 
LEMMA 6.2. IfG:lR”, -5!: is k-strongly dominant, then Tk is an uttrac- 
tor for G. 
Proof: The case n=2 is proved in [4]. The n-dimensional proof is 
similar and is left to the reader. 
We next establish a technical lemma using a given point p E dB:. Let 
rn: = CT= 1 aqGs(p). 
LEMMA 6.3. Zf rn! d m~I.,(m~), Mali < rni, and n;l: Ai < 1 
for each i # k, then flJzO A,(m!) > 1. 
Proof: Note that, m;f. = akl p1 n;;: n,(mj) + ak2p2 n;:,’ &(mi,) + ... 
+ akn pn n;,,’ 1, (m!). If nsz; Ai < nfzi &(mi) for each i # k, 
then rn; < rnf Q:i &(m!). Therefore, rn! < m;ik(mg) < rn: lJ;=, &(mi). 
Hence, n;=, &(m$) > 1 and we are done. 
If nj:i Ji(m{)>, IJTzJ &(mj,) for some i# k, let nf:t A,(mf) = 
maxi lJT:J A,(m:). Therefore, rni < rnz n;:i A,(m:‘). However, flf:: &(m{) 
< 1 implies m$I,(me) 3 rni n;r.j A,(m:) B m;l. This contradicts the 
hypothesis mEA, cm;. 
Lemma 6.4 describes the properties of a given point p in 
dB:fLS ( k min Tk) which leaves S,(min T,) and returns after a finite 
number of iterations. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let G: IR: + K!; ly dominant and p E h: n 
S,(min Tk). Zf for r = 1,2, . ..) s - 1, G’(p) E 
@ 17 Sk(min Tk), then 
;\s/Jmin Tk) and G”(p) E 
0) midm;-‘Ak(m;-l) 
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(ii) nj!;F Ai < 1 (i # k; i= 1, 2, . . . . n) 
(iii) m~A,(m~)<rn; ’ (i#k;i= 1,2, . . . . n). 
Proof Note that rnz < min Tk. We next prove a claim which is used to 
establish (i). 
Claim. rn; 6 m~i,(m~). 
We know that rn: = ak, p, A, (my) + ak2 pzA,(mi) + . . + aknpnAn(mz). 
Let I,(my) = max, S(my). If I= k,‘then rn: 6 mEl,(mz) and we are done. If 
1 #k, by the maximality of I, and the fact that p E &“, n S,(min Tk) but 
G(p) E dBT\Sk(min T,) we have that E,,(my) > 1 and rn: <myi2,(my). The 
isocline (hyperplane) through the point m~A,(rn~) on the l-axis but parallel 
to ask(min T,) is interior to &(min Tk) since G is k-strongly dominant. 
Thus, G(~)E Sk(min Tk). This is a contradiction since G(~)E fi;\ 
Sk(min Tk). 
(i) Using the claim and the fact that rni >min T, we have 
mi&(mz) > min Tk. If mi&(mE) E Tk we conclude that rni-’ E Tk since Tk 
is invariant and ,$(cJ’= i a,xj) < 1 for if k with x = (xi, x2, . . . . x,) E 
lR:\S,(min Tk) by Lemma 2.2 and strong dominance. Hence rni 6 
min Tk<mi-lIZk(m”, ‘) and we are done. If mz&(mi) >max Tk, then 
m~<rnin Tk and mFik(mF) amm”,-’ by the invariance Of Tk and the fact 
that n,(y) < 1 if y > max T,. If rni- ’ E T,, then proceed as in the case 
m~~tik(m~) E T,. Finally, if rnz < min Tk < max T, < rni- ’ < mi&(mi), then 
rnf < rn;- ’ &(m;- ‘) by Lemma 6.1. 
6) G’(P) E % \sk( min Tk) for Y = 1,2, . . . . s - 1; therefore, for each 
i # k, we get by strong dominance and Lemma 2.2 that nJ:f Ai < 1. 
(iii) Assume if k. If PE R:\Si(max Ti) then my > max T,. Thus, 
Ai < 1 by Lemma 2.2. Therefore rnzAi(rnp) < rnz < rni-’ and we are 
done. If p E @+ n SJmax T,), consider 8S,(mp) and ask(mE). For each 
1E {1,2, . ..) n>, a,S,(my) intersects each j-axis at my/au. However, 
dS,(mp) n &!?k(mz) # 0 since p E C?Si(mu) n %k(mz) n 68:. Thus my/a, 2 
mf/akj for some Jo { 1, 2, . . . . fl}. Therefore 
min T, 
o= 
min Tk/akj , min Tk/akj 
mk mi/akj N my/a,- ’ 
(5) 
G is k-strongly dominant, thus S,(max({gi([O, Xi])})) is interior to 
Sk(min Tk) by Lemma 2.4. Therefore, mpli(mp)/a,, < min T,/a,. Hence 
mil,(mp) < min T, < rni- ’ by (5). 
COROLLARY 6.5. Let G: rW; -+ R”+ be k-strongly dominant and 
P = (PI > PZ? . ..> p,) E dBY+ n Sk(min Tk). rffor r = 1,2, . ..) s - 1; G’(~)E w;\ 
Sk(min T,) and G’(p) E ti”, n S,(min Tk), then G;(p) >pk. 
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Proof: G;(p)=pk n;rd. &(mi). Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4 imply that 
fl;:; n,(m:) > 1. 
As a consequence of Corollary 6.5, we know that every point 
PE &: n S,(min T,) which leaves and returns in a finite number of itera- 
tions is not recurrent. 
THEOREM 6.6. Zf G:R; + rW: defined by Gi(x) = x,;l,(cjn= 1 aVxj) for 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n is k-strongly dominant, then the w-limit set of every interior 
point of iw: is a subset of Tk. Hence, the k-species ultimately excludes all 
the strongly dominated species. 
Proox If G”(p) E l&:\S,(min Tk) Vm 20 and qEco(p), then qE Tk 
arguments similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1. Also, if 
:;;)E iin + n Sk(min Tk) Vm > 0 we are done by a proof analogous to that 
of Theorem 3.2. If the orbit of the point p, {G”(p)} is in both 
rf8: n S,(min Tk) and l& \S,(min Tk), we obtain by the compactness of 
S,(min Tk) that the sequence {G”(p)} has a convergent subsequence, say 
{ G”‘fp)}, in S,(min Tk). Let lim,, o. G”‘(p) = q where q = (q,, q2, . . . . q,,) E 
Sk(minT,).Ifq,=minT,,thenqj=OVj#kk,j=1,2 ,..,, n.Thus,qET,. T, 
is an attractor by Lemma 6.2. Hence, the w-limit set of p is a subset 
of Tk. Consider next the case where qk <min Tk. Note that qESk(min Tk) 
implies G,(q) 2 qk. If G,(q) > qk and G(q) E &“, n S,(min T,), let 
E = (l/2)1 G,(q) - qk 1. continuity implies 36 = J(E) > 0 such that for each 
point x in the &neighborhood U of q, Gk(x) > qk. However, {G:‘(q)} is 
an increasing sequence by Corollary 6.5. Thus, limi, o. G”‘!(q) # q which 
iS a contradiction. If G,(q) =qk and G(q)E fi: n S,(min T,), we get 
G:(q) > G,(q). Use similar arguments to the construction of U to get 
a contradiction. Finally, if G(q) E l&l \S,(min Tk) but G”(q) E &I n 
Sk(min Tk) for some s > 1 we know by COrrOllary 6.5 that G”,(q) > qk 
which leads to similar contradictions. 
Without assuming that S,(min Tk) is invariant, this theorem develops 
sufficient conditions forcing all species to become extinct except the 
strongly dominating k-species. 
7. APPLICATIONS 
Hassell and Comins [6, 91 in their study of coexistence of two species in 
a competition model used the two dimensional version of the difference 
equations 
x:=xi{ri+:, aVxj}pD’ (i= 1, 2, . . . . n), (6) 
where ri, bi, and ag are positive constants and aii= 1. 
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For some choice of the parameters in (6), Franke and Yakubu [S] have 
established exclusion principles using Lyapunov functions. Here, we exhibit 
an exclusion principle for (6) using “strong dominance.” Our choice of 
parameters for this exclusion principle includes parameter values not 
discussed in [S]. 
To study the dynamics of (6), let g,(x,) = xi{ri+ xi) h1. Therefore, 
Xi = x’ = 1 - ri. We assume that 0 < ri < 1 so that Xi > 0. Since g;(O) > 1, 
each i-species is pioneer. The critical point of g; is rJ(b, - 1). Thus, 
if 0 < bi< 1 or 1 - ri< r,/(b,- l), max Ii= 1 - ri otherwise max 
Ii = gi(ri/(bi - 1)). Note that gi( 1 - ri) = 1 - (1 - ri) bi. The stability 
condition - 1 <: gb( 1 - rk) < 1 gives 0 < bk( 1 - rk) < 2. Therefore, Tk = X, 
if we choose the parameters so that 0 < bk( 1 - rk) < 2. Moreover, if 
l<b,(l-r,)<2, then -l<g;(l-r,)<O. As a result, [0,X,] is not 
g,-invariant since X, is orientation reversing. 
For model (6), if there exists a k such that for each i # k, Si(max Zi) is 
interior to S,(min Tk) where 0~ b,(l -rk) < 2, then all the (n- 1) 
dominated species move to extinction by Theorem 6.6. In particular, if 
1~ b,(l - rk) ~2, then on the k-axis, 1 -rk is an orientation reversing 
fixed point for g,. Therefore S,( 1 - rk) is not invariant. Thus, Theorem 6.6 
may be applicable when the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 are not satisfied. 
8. COEXISTENCE WITH ~-WEAK DOMINANCE 
In contrast to the assertion of mutual exclusion in Theorems 3.2 and 6.6, 
we now exhibit coexistence of species with the help of a 2-species model 
which is 2-weakly dominant. 
For the 2-species discrete competitive system, 
x; = Xll,(Xl +x*) 
x; = X,&(fXl +x,) 
(7) 
with G: IR: + Iw* + given by G(x,, x2) = (x,4 (x1 + x2), x2&((1/2)x, +x2)), 
define g, : R, --, R+(g,(x,) = x,li(xi) for i = 1,2) as the piecewise linear 
function with endpoints at the following points (0, 0), (1.85, 29.6), (1.90, 2), 
(6.3, 2), (6.5, 1.95), (8, 2.4), (9.25, 46.25/24), (12, 2.5), (13, 2). For each 
xi 2 13 let g,(x,)=2. Also, define g,: R, + R, as the piecewise linear 
function with endpoints at the following points (0, 0), (1.4, 8.85), (1.501, 
9.0015), (1.51, 4.53), (1.655, 4.965), (1.656, 3), (6.3, 3), (6.4, 1.6), (6.7, 
1.675), (6.89, 13.78/g), (6.92, 13.84/g). For each x2 > 6.92 let 
g,(x,) = 13.84/9. 
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In system (7), li: R, -+R+ is defined by &(xJ =g,(x,)/x, for each 
i= 1,2. We list below some properties of 1, and 1, for reference. 
&(1.8) = 16; 1,(1.5)=6 
A,(2) = 1; 1,(1.65)=3 
1,(7)=0.3; %2 (6.5) = 0.25 
1,(9.3) = 5/24; &(6.9) = 219 
1;(1.8)=&(7)=1;(9.3)=0; L;(2) = -0.5 
&(1.65) = Li(6.5) = Li(6.9) = 0; &(1.5)= -3 
-&(x)=&(x)). 
It is easy to see that lim,, co g;(x) = 2 and lim,, m g’;(x) = 3 for all 
x E (0, co). Note that each &. is non-increasing. For background on iterates 
of maps on an interval refer to [ 1 ] or [3]. 
Since G: rW: --) iw: is defined by G(x,, xl)=(x,~,(xI +x1), 
x2&(( l/2) x1 +x,)), G has no fixed points in a:. A period 4 orbit of G 
is { (1, l), (1, 6), (.3, 1.5), (4.8, 4.5)). A simple calculation of the eigenvalues 
of DG4(1, 6) shows that (1,6) is stable. G is 2-weakly dominant, yet we 
have coexistence of the 2-species. In this example, max I, = 29.6 and 
min T2 = 3. G is not 2-strongly dominant since the isoclines for the two 
variables x1 and x2 have slopes - 1 and -l/2, respectively. Model (7) 
motivated the definition of strongly dominant. Theorem 6.1 in [4] gives 
mutual exclusion in rW: under the assumption that Sl(max T,) is interior 
to &(min T2) and each a, is 1. 
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